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The focal mechanisms of intraplate earthquakes within subducting lithosphere are frequently used to infer large-scale
stress regimes induced by slab-pull, bending or unbending, and lateral segmentation and undulations of the slab .
Numerous studies have further postulated that the intraplate activity is influenced by transitory regional stress regimes
such as those associated with interplate thrust events. Temporal variations of the latter type may potentially play an
important role in assessing regions of uncertain seismic potential, and possibly even in earthquake forecasting . A
systematic analysis of 1130 focal mechanisms for intraplate earthquakes with m b z 5.0 in the depth range 0-300 km is
conducted for nine circum-Pacific subduction zones, all of which are known to have large interplate thrust events . The
spatial and temporal relationships of the earthquakes within the subducting slab to the large thrust events in each
region are appraised. The earthquake catalog assembled contains all published focal mechanisms, and is probably
complete for Mb ;-> 6 .5 for the years 1963-1986 . For many of the localized regions considered in detail the catalog is
complete to lower thresholds of mb z 6.0 or mb z 5 .5 . This analysis provides compelling evidence for a temporal link
between large interplate thrust activity and intraplate seismicity. For the seismically coupled regions considered here,
outer rise compressional events have occurred prior to several large thrust events or are associated with seismic gaps,
while outer rise tensional events generally only follow interplate ruptures. In the intermediate depth range, large
down-dip tensional events generally precede interplate thrusts, and are often concentrated at the down-dip edge of the
coupled zone. A transition to down-dip compressional stress or diminished tensional activity at intermediate depth is
observed after several large thrust events (e.g., 1960 Chile, 1974 Peru, 1957 Aleutian, 1971 New Britain) . These
examples support the notion that the interplate stress environment responds viscoelastically to the temporally varying
interplate stress regime . Assuming that this concept is correct, the seismic potential of several seismic gaps is considered
on the basis of both outer rise and intermediate depth earthquake activity.

The classic works of Isacks and Molnar (1969,
1971), Isacks et al. (1969) and Oike (1971) estab-
lished the general characteristics of the stress reg-
ime within subducting lithosphere by analysis of
earthquake focal mechanisms . Their work pro-
vided the basic notion that intraplate earthquakes
serve as stress gauges for the large-scale deforma-
tion involved in subduction. With the exception of

Tonga, the intermediate depth activity in most
regions of the world is dominated by down-dip
tensional mechanisms, which reflect the slab-pull
stresses due to the negative buoyancy and tensile
coherence of the lithosphere. As the earthquake
mechanism data set has expanded, important ad-
ditional features of the intraplate stress regime
have been divulged, such as the presence of dou-
ble Benioff zones (e .g ., Tsumura, 1973 ; Veith,
1974 ; Hasegawa and Umino, 1978), as well as



detailed mapping of the contorted subducted slabs
(e.g., Billington, 1980 ; Giardini and Woodhouse,
1984). Earthquake mechanisms in the outer rise
have also been considered, with the observations
that most outer rise events have horizontal tension
axes oriented sub-perpendicular to the arc, and
when events with horizontal compression axes do
occur, they usually have greater source depths
(Stauder, 1968b; Chapple and Forsyth, 1979 ;
Ward, 1983) . These facts are consistent with
large-scale bending stresses in quasi-elastic slabs
resulting from slab-pull stresses.

While the stress regimes induced by the large-
scale subduction processes such as bending, un-
bending, sinking, and lateral tearing or warping
appear to account for most intraplate subduction
zone activity, there are numerous examples of
temporal variations in the intraplate behavior,
most commonly associated with large subduction
zone thrust events. The most dramatic examples,
and the easiest to interpret, involve outer rise
activity. There are many examples of sequences of
outer rise tensional events following large thrust
earthquakes, such as the 1960 Chile (Stauder,
1973), 1957 Aleutian (Stauder, 1968b), 1965 Rat
Island (Stauder, 1968a; Abe, 1972a; Spence, 1977)
1963 Kurile Island (Stauder and Mualchin, 1976),
and 1971 Solomon Island (Christensen and Ruff,
1988) events . Detailed examination of the global
occurrence of outer rise events has established that
only a few small outer rise tensional events are
found within a few decades preceding a large
interplate thrust event, while there are four exam-
ples of compressional events preceding large thrust
events (Christensen and Ruff, 1988) . The signifi-
cance of this observation is bolstered by the fact
that no outer rise compressional events have been
detected within 30 years after a large thrust event,
nor have any outer rise compressional events been
identified in regions of the southwest Pacific which
are believed to be seismically `uncoupled' in the
sense of not producing great thrust earthquakes
(Christensen and Ruff, 1988) .

Intraplate activity at intermediate depths also
appears to exhibit some temporal variations asso-
ciated with large interplate thrust events (e.g.,
Spence, 1977, 1987) . Mogi (1973) presented evi-
dence for a temporal affinity between large earth-
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quakes near 300 km depth and great shallow
events along the Japan-K urile-Kamchatka arc .
The intermediate depth activity increased for
several years prior to the shallow events in several
instances . Mogi (1973) also provided evidence for
migration of seismic activity from shallow to great
depths within the Mariana and Tonga arcs, in-
ferring a migration velocity of 50 km a -1 .

Seno and Pongswat (1981) and Kawakatsu and
Seno (1983) defined a third seismic zone in north-
ern Japan, and suggested that the focal mecha-
nisms of the events in this zone respond to changes
of stress on the interplate boundary. Temporal
fluctuations in the stress orientation of small
earthquakes in the Benioff zone in the Aleutian
arc have also been reported (Hauksson et al .,
1984) . Recently, McNally and Gonzalez-Ruiz
(1985) and McNally et al. (1986) have constructed
spatao-temporal cross-sections of shallow and in-
termediate depth events that occur along the
Mexican subduction zone, from which they in-
ferred that stress' transfer takes place between the
intraplate region and the shallow interplate
boundary .

One might anticipate that the best candidate
interplate thrust event which should have in-
fluenced the intraplate stress regime is the great
(Mw = 9.5) 1960 Chile event . The tremendous
rupture area and large displacement during this
event may conceivably have involved regional
stress perturbations comparable to the static
stresses associated with bending and slab-pull.
Figure 1 indicates the spatial and temporal behav-
ior of intraplate stresses in the subducting Nazca
plate (as manifested in moderate size earthquakes)
associated with this great thrust event. Stauder
(1973) and Christensen and Ruff (1988) studied
the sequence of outer rise tensional earthquakes
that followed this event, but do not report any
mechanisms for outer rise events prior to the
thrust. Astiz and Kanamori (1986) studied the
intraplate activity down-dip of the thrust zone,
finding evidence for a temporal change from
down-dip tensional mechanisms (in 1934 and 1949 ;
note that an error in fig. 1 of Astiz and Kanamori
(1986) is corrected) prior to the mainshock, to
down-dip compressional behavior (in 1971)
afterward. We have identified an additional large
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Fig. 1 . Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting Nazca
slab in the region of the 1960 (Mw, = 9.5) underthrusting event .
The approximate rupture area of the thrust event is hachured.
Lower hemisphere equal area projections are shown for the
intermediate depth events. Open stars indicate down-dip ten-
sional events and solid stars indicate down-dip compressional
events . The location of outer rise events in the- catalog of
Christensen and Ruff (1988) are also shown, with open boxes
indicating tensional events and x s indicating oblique mecha-
nisms which are neither simple tensional nor compressional
type. All of the outer rise events follow the 1960 mainshock.

intraplate event in 1978, which is also predomi-
nantly down-dip compressional. The tensional
events occurred at shallower depths than the com-
pressional events, close to the leading edge of the
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locked region that slipped in the mainshock. Un-
like the observations of Mogi (1973), there is no
temporal clustering of intraplate activity (other
than in the outer rise), but this segment of the
Nazca plate does not extend as deep as in the
western Pacific arc.

Motivated by these observations, Astiz and
Kanamori (1986), Christensen and Ruff (1988)
and Astiz et al. (1988) have proposed a simple
model of intraplate stresses in regions with strong
seismic coupling. In this model, we conceptually
separate the ambient stress regimes associated with
the `static' deformation of the subducting slab,
from the temporally varying `dynamic' regional
stresses . The static field (Fig . 2a) is associated
with large-scale bending, unbending, thermal equi-
libration, and slab-pull stresses. The term static
applies only in the sense that the large-scale
processes proceed on a time-scale much greater
than that of the relatively rapidly varying regional
stresses associated with the interplate contact zone .
The dynamic stresses (Fig . 2b) associated with
interplate locking and unlocking (i.e., thrusting)
interact with the large-scale stress environment.
When the coupled zone is locked, tensional stresses
due to slab-pull and unbending may concentrate
at the down-dip edge of the coupled zone . In turn,
stresses in the outer rise may become compres-

DYNAMIC

poupled

Fig. 2 . (a) A two-dimensional model of the stress distribution within the outer rise and intermediate depth region of subducting
lithosphere resulting from bending, unbending and slab-pull effects. It is assumed that ridge-push effects are negligible. (b) A
dynamic stress model that would apply to a region with strong seismic coupling involving temporally varying stresses that would be
superimposed on the static stress fields in (a) . Prior to the thrust, the locked region causes extensional stresses to concentrate on the
down-dip edge of the coupled zone and compressional stresses to concentrate in the outer rise. Following the thrust, the down-dip
slab-pull is transmitted to the outer rise, producing tension, while the intermediate depth region is under transient compression (or
diminished tensional) stress .



sional, or at least the shallow tensional . stresses
due to bending and slab-pull may be reduced.
This does not necessarily imply a significant com-
ponent of ridge-push stresses, for there may be
lateral loading of the outer rise region up-dip of a
coupled zone arising from previous thrust events
in adjacent areas along the arc strike . When the
thrust event occurs, the slab-pull and tensional
bending stresses in the outer rise are enhanced and
the region will have concentrated outer rise ten-
sional activity . The intermediate depth region may
undergo a transition to down-dip compressional
activity, which might only be anticipated to over-
whelm the ambient slab-pull tensional regime in
the case of the largest thrust events such as the
1960 Chile rupture. More commonly, a reduction
in the occurrence of intraplate tensional activity in
the vicinity of the interplate contact may be ob-
served . The presence of double Benioff zones as
well as lateral segmentation and distortion of the
slab must clearly complicate the temporal pattern,
but by restricting our attention to the largest
events, as did Astiz and Kanamori (1986), Chris-
tensen and Ruff (1988) and Astiz et al . (1988), it
should be possible to seek any general consistency
with this model.
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In this paper we address the question of whether
there is any global validity to the simple model in
Fig. 2 by considering the stress orientation of
intraplate events in seismically coupled subduc-
tion zones. The general structure of this analysis is
indicated by Fig. 3, which summarizes many of
the observations described in detail below. In Fig.
3 the intraplate earthquake activity in the outer
rise and at intermediate depths that has preceded
or followed large interplate thrust events is sep-
arated into two categories . These are tensional and
compressional type mechanisms, based on which
stress axis is more closely aligned with the local
plate motion vector . The outer rise observations
are taken from Christensen and Ruff (1988), and
exhibit a remarkable temporal separation of com-
pressional and tensional events seaward of large
thrust rupture zones. This is clearly consistent
with the dynamic stress model in Fig. 2b. Many of
the interesting characteristics of this figure, such
as the lack of compressional outer rise activity
before the very largest thrusts, are considered in
detail below and in the paper by Christensen and
Ruff (1988) . While the intermediate depth activity
presents a comparably consistent pattern for thrust
events with MW > 8.5 (large tensional events prior
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Fig . 3 . Composite diagrams of outer rise (left) and intermediate depth (right) earthquakes within subducting slabs that occur seaward
or down-dip of large interplate thrust events. The vertical axis indicates the moment magnitude of the thrust event. The intraplate
activity is separated into two categories of compressional (solid symbols) and tensional (open symbols) mechanisms on the basis of
which stress axis is more closely aligned with the local plate motion vector. The sizes of the symbols are scaled linearly with the
magnitude of the intraplate event .
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to thrusting, and large compressional or smaller
tensional events afterward), the pattern is more
complex for smaller thrust events. Given the ad-
ditional complexity of the stress regime at inter-
mediate depths, it is clearly important to analyze
carefully the individual earthquake sequences in
order to assess the validity of the dynamic stress
model for the intermediate depth environment.
After doing so we will consider the seismic poten-
tial and earthquake prediction implications of this
earthquake cycle approach to understanding the
subduction process.

2. Analysis of intraplate earthquake mechanisms

The purpose of this work is to conduct a pre-
liminary global analysis of temporal variation of
earthquake-related stresses in subducting slabs in
regions which have large interplate thrust events.
Figure 4 indicates the subduction zones of the
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circum-Pacific to which we restrict our attention.
On the basis of maximum thrust event moment in
each region, Kanamori (1977) and Lay et al . (1982)
considered southern Chile, Alaska and Kamchatka
to be the most strongly seismically coupled re-
gions, and the central Aleutians, Colombia, Peru,
northern Chile and the Kurile Islands to be well
coupled . The Middle America, New Hebrides,
Solomon Islands-New Britain, and Tonga-
Kermadec regions are believed to be moderately
coupled, given that maximum interplate thrust
events are seldom greater than M�, = 8.0 in these
regions.
Any analysis of temporal variations in seismic

occurrence encounters major difficulties in acquir-
ing a comprehensive, complete earthquake cata-
log. In this study, we draw upon two recently
compiled lists of intraplate earthquakes as well as
on an extensive literature search to construct our
database. Christensen and Ruff (1988) have pre-
sented a listing of known outer rise earthquake
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Fig. 4. A map showing the circum-Pacific subduction zones considered in this study and the location of all shallow and intermediate
depth (0-300 km) intraplate events with mbZ5.0 in these regions for which focal mechanisms have been determined.



focal mechanisms in all circum-Pacific subduction
zones, which is probably complete for magnitudes
of 7.0 and greater since 1963 . Smaller magnitude
events have been included in their list, but many
additional earthquakes with magnitudes less than
6.5 located in the outer rise are contained in the
ISC and NOAA catalogs. Similarly, Astiz et al .
(1988) have presented a comprehensive catalog of
intermediate depth earthquake focal mechanisms
with depths from 40 to 200 km, with mb >_ 6.0 .
This list is believed to be complete for Mb >_ 6.5
for the years 1963-1984 . There are again many
events with Mb < 6.5 listed in the seismicity cata-
logs, which do not have published mechanisms .

For each of the seismic zones in Fig. 4, we
assembled a catalog of all known focal mecha-
nisms for events with mbz 5.0 which occurred
within the subducting slab at depths from 0 to 300
km. Many detailed studies of focal mechanisms in
each region have been conducted, and we based
the interpretation of the intraplate character on
the earthquake location, depth, focal mechanism,
and appraisal of the authors of the detailed stud-
ies . The larger events in this catalog are mostly
from the studies of Christensen and Ruff (1987)
and Astiz et al. (1988). By restricting our attention
to events with Mb >_ 5.0, we feel that most of the
focal mechanisms are sufficiently reliable for our
purpose of characterizing predominantly down-dip
tensional or down-dip compressional categories .
The greatest difficulty in screening out the inter-
plate events is encountered in the southwest Pacific
subduction zones in the Solomon Islands and New
Hebrides, which have very steeply dipping inter-
plate contacts. In these regions, interplate thrusts
and down-dip tensional intraplate events have very
similar mechanisms. Those events with apparently
reliable depths (based on surface-reflected phases
and number of recordings in the ISC and NOAA
catalogs) > 60 km were included in our list of
intraplate events. Fortunately, numerous studies
have performed body wave modeling to constrain
more accurately the depths of many of the events
(e.g ., Chinn and Isacks, 1983 ; Astiz et al., 1988),
so our designations are often based on more than
just catalog travel times.

The final catalog of intraplate events (Appen-
dix B) contains 994 focal mechanisms apart from
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the 135 outer rise events in these regions listed by
Christensen and Ruff (1988) . A small number of
mechanisms are included for events before 1960,
most of which were tabulated by Fujita and
Kanamori (1981), but many focal mechanisms of
older events were not considered sufficiently reli-
able to include in our list. For the particular
regions we selected, it appears that this catalog is
complete for Mb >_ 6.5 for the years 1963-1986 .
The comprehensive centroid moment tensor solu-
tion catalog produced by Harvard (e.g., Dziewon-
ski and Woodhouse, 1983) ensures completeness
for Mb >_ 5.5 for the years 1977-1978, 1981-1986
at the time of writing. For several regions, such as
Middle America and Tonga, the threshold for
completeness is mb >_ 6.0 (and possibly mb Z 5.5)
for 1963-1986 owing to the many detailed studies
of these regions. For other zones, there is often a
gap in temporal coverage from 1972 to 1976 owing
to the quirks of the seismic literature. It is im-
portant to acknowledge at the outset of this analy-
sis that ultimate confirmation of the existence of
temporal patterns in any particular region will
require exhaustive completeness of the focal mech-
anism catalog in each region down to lower mag-
nitude thresholds than mb = 6.5, which is beyond
the scope of the present exploratory study.

The focal mechanism catalog that we will
analyze thus comprises essentially all published
focal mechanisms of events within the subducting
slabs with Mb >_ 5.0 for the years 1963-1986, as
well as some earlier events. The locations of these
events are shown in Fig. 4. We will consider each
region in the following manner. First, the gross
spatial characteristics of the intraplate activity will
be considered in map view, with the events segre-
gated into three categories :

(1) tensional events, which in the outer rise
involve predominantly horizontal tension axes that
are suborthogonal to the trench, and which for
intermediate depth events have tensional axes
within 30' of the down-dip direction;

(2) compressional events, which satisfy similar
criteria for the compression axes ; and

(3) oblique/tear events which do not satisfy
either of the above criteria or have strike-slip
mechanisms . We adhere to the tensional/
compressional designations assigned by Christen-
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sen and Ruff (1988) for the events in their catalog
except for a few events which we redesignate in
our oblique/tear category for consistency. We
then consider the temporal aspects of the catalog
in relation to the occurrence of the largest inter-
plate thrust events in each region .

As in all such global discussions it is easy for
the reader to become bogged down by the many
details which must be considered . We recommend
that the reader frequently refer back to Figs . 2 and
3 to help keep in mind the relevance of the indi-
vidual earthquake occurrences discussed to the
simple physical model being tested . For those
readers who are interested in only a summary of
the observations, the discussion section will briefly
recap the important aspects of the lengthy re-
gional analysis.

3. Southern Chile

The intraplate earthquake mechanisms for the
Chile trench south of 25 ° S are shown in Fig. 5.
The left panel indicates the events in the tensional
category, while the right panel shows both the
compressional and oblique events . For all events
other than the outer rise events of Christensen and
Ruff (1988), the trend of the tension axis (diverg-
ing arrows) is indicated for tensional events and
the trend of the compressional axis (converging
arrows) is indicated for compressional events . Ob-
lique mechanisms are indicated by an x . The
approximate rupture areas of large interplate
thrusts, based on a variety of detailed studies, are
shown for reference. The pressure, tension, and
intermediate axes of all events except those in the
outer rise are shown in lower hemisphere, equal
area projections to convey the consistency of the
event categorizations. Large symbols are used for
the events with Mb >_ 6.0 . An average dip of the
subducting slab at intermediate depths along this
region is indicated in the focal sphere for refer-
ence, with the dip varying along the trench by
f 10 ° about this dip.
Our purpose is to appraise the general spatial

relation between the large interplate thrusts and
the intraplate mechanisms, not to infer details of
the subducting plate geometry. Astiz et al . (1988)

Fig. 5 . Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting Nazca
plate in southern Chile . The rupture zones of large interplate
thrust events are indicated by the dashed lines. (a) Events
identified as predominantly down-dip tension at intermediate
depths or as outer rise tensional events . The trends of the
tension axes are indicated by diverging arrows for events in
Appendix B . Symbols without arrows are identified as outer
rise tensional events by Christensen and Ruff (1988). The
tension (open circles), compression (solid circle) and null (X)
axes for the events from Appendix B are shown in the lower
hemisphere equal area projection . Larger symbols are used for
events with m b z 6.0. (b) A similar map for the down-dip
compressional events (converging arrows indicate the trends of
the compression axes) as well as events which have oblique
mechanisms (x s) . The dip of the subducting plate at inter-
mediate depths is indicated in the focal sphere . The dotted
lines and associated letters indicate the arc segments for which
cross-sections are shown in Fig. 7.

give a general review with references to many of
the detailed studies of each region that addresses
the latter aspect . With this in mind, we can im-
mediately make several general observations from
Fig. 5. First of all, tensional activity is more
abundant for mb >_ 6.0 (larger symbols in the focal
spheres) than compressional activity in the region .
Given that source depths increase toward the right
in each panel, it is apparent that compressional
events tend to occur near the coupled interface,
with the exception of the two events along the
1943 rupture zone near 30 ° S, where the intraplate
activity appears to reflect lateral warping of the
subducted slab . There has been abundant ten-
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Fig. 6 . Intraplate earthquake activity associated with the 1971
and 1985 underthrusting events in central Chile. The aftershock
areas of the thrusts are shown, with the mainshock epicenters
being indicated by circled stars. The symbol convention for the
intraplate events is the same as in Fig. 1, with the addition that
outer rise compressional events are indicated by solid boxes.
Outer rise tensional events that occur more than 30 yr after an
underthrusting event are indicated by open circles, and down-
dip compressional events following a thrust by more than 30
years are indicated by solid circles .

sional activity along the down-dip edge of the
coupled interface throughout central Chile, with
particularly uniform character in the overlapping
1971/1985 and 1906 rupture zones and along the
seismic gaps in the 1928 and 1939 zones. The
southern portions of the 1922 and 1943 regions
have predominantly compressional events . Re-
gions with both tensional and compressional activ-
ity in close proximity include the 1966 rupture
zone and the region around 30'S, which may be
suggestive of a double Benioff zone (Malgrange
and Madariaga, 1983). We will explore the tem-
poral characteristics of these events below.

Having considered the events associated with
the 1960 thrust in Fig. 1, it is of interest to
consider in greater detail the intraplate activity
along the 1985 (MW = 8.0) rupture zone. Figure 6
shows the interesting sequence of events in this
region. Christensen and Ruff (1983, 1988) have
discussed the two outer rise compressional events
(in 1981 and 1982) that preceded the 1985 under-
thrust, as well as the outer rise tensional event (in
1971) which followed the 1971 (MW= 7.8) thrust .
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These events are consistent with the dynamic
model in Fig. 2b . The occurrence of outer rise
compressional events is unusual in general, and
Christensen and Ruff (1986, 1988) suggest that
lateral loading of the locked 1985 zone owing to
slip in the adjacent 1971 thrust is responsible for
the compressional regime . Prior to the 1971 event,
a large (MW = 7.5) down-dip tensional event took
place in 1965 (Malgrange et al., 1981). This event
occurred at 72 km depth, below the eventual hy-
pocenter of the 1971 thrust. In 1981, a similar
tensional event occurred in the region, indicating
that the moderate size of the thrust was insuffi-
cient to put the slab into compression.

The 1981 intraplate event is very similar to the
group of tensional events which occurred just to
the south, down-dip of the 1985 interplate rup-
ture . The events directly down-dip of the thrust
have depths around 100 km, and all occurred
before 1985 . There were no tensional events right
at the edge of the coupled zone .

The southernmost intraplate events in Fig. 6
occurred down-dip of the seismic gap in the 1928
zone (Fig . 5), at a depth near 100 km. While these
events are similar to those preceding the 1985
thrust, there is an outer rise tensional event in this
region, which indicates that compressional stresses
due to a locked interplate contact were not pre-
dominant. The northernmost intraplate event took
place in the southern part of the 1943 thrust zone,
and is a compressional event. This earthquake is
hard to interpret in the dynamic stress model
context, but may be an unbending event.

The temporal behavior of intraplate activity
with known focal mechanisms for large events
along central and southern Chile is shown in Fig.
7. These figures present depth and time profiles of
all events within the arc segment defined by the
associated interplate thrust rupture zones, as indi-
cated in Fig. 5. The distances are measured rela-
tive to a pole perpendicular to the local stretch of
arc, which was usually about 80* away. The
depths of the events are of variable reliability,
many being the result of detailed modeling stud-
ies, but most being NOAH catalog locations.
Events with mb >_ 6.0 are indicated with larger
symbols, and the rupture zone of the interplate
events are indicated .
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The 1960 event (Row A) exhibits a clear tem-
poral transition from tension to compression at
intermediate depths and activation of the outer
rise tensional behavior following the mainshock .

T
1960

TT"x

1. I I I I IT 1 I

T
TT p

I I T

Fig. 7 . Depth and time profiles of intraplate activity associated with large thrust events in southern Chile in 1960 (Row A),
1971/1985 (Row B), 1983 (Row C) and 1966 (Row D). The corresponding arc segments are indicated in Fig . 5 . The distances are
measured relative to a distant pole to the arc for each segment, with all intraplate events along the corresponding interplate rupture
zones being included. The location of the trench is indicated by the solid triangles . The thrust events are indicated by the stars, with
the thrust planes shown by the solid lines . Tensional outer rise and intermediate depth events are indicated by Ts, with three
increasing sizes indicating 5 5 mb < 6, 6 5 mb < 7, and 7 < m b < 8 respectively. Compressional (Cs) and tear/oblique ( x s)
mechanisms are shown with similar magnitude scaling.

While the detection level is particularly bad in this
region for older seismicity, no other intermediate
depth events with Mb z 5.5 are listed after 1963 in
the NOAA catalog for this region . The 1971 and



1985 events (Row B) exhibit tensional down-dip
activity prior to the ruptures, outer rise tension
following the 1971 thrust, and outer rise compres-
sion preceding the 1985 event. The NOAA catalog
lists eight additional events in the region prior to
1976 with 5.55 Mb < 6.0, which do not have pub-
lished mechanisms, but there are no missing events
with mb ;-> 6.0 .

The 1983 (M~, = 7.7) rupture (Row C) was pre-
ceded by an outer rise compressional event in
1967 and a down-dip tensional event in 1978
located below the thrust hypocenter. A small, rela-
tively deep tensional event occurred in 1986 below
the rupture zone . This activity represents all of the
events with mb z 6.0 in this region since 1963 .
Row D shows that the 1966 (MW= 7.7) thrust was
preceded by a large tensional intraplate event near
the down-dip edge of the coupled zone in 1965,
and followed by a compressional event in the
same region in 1967 . This sequence has been inter-
preted as possible evidence for a double Benioff
zone by Malgrange and Madariaga (1983), but is
also consistent with the temporal variation ex-
pected for the dynamic model. These interpreta-
tions are by no means mutually exclusive, for the
transitory regional stress field induced by the
thrust may simply overprint that of an ambient
double Benioff zone, leading to temporal variation
in the size of events in the upper and lower zones.
This may explain why this fairly small thrust event
would induce compressional activity at inter-
mediate depths . A distant down-dip tensional
event occurred several years after the mainshock,
and a small recent compressional event occurred
near the 1967 location . Only four additional inter-
mediate depth events, all with Mb < 6.0, are listed
in the NOAA catalog for this region.

4. Northern Chile

The South American subduction zone between
15° S and 25 °S curves around a substantial bend,
as shown in Fig. 8. This is a region of several
historical great underthrusting earthquakes (Mc-
Cann et al., 1979). Astiz et al. (1988) review the
general characteristics of intraplate activity in this
region . Only five events along this segment are
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Fig. 8 . Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting plate in
northern Chile. The approximate rupture zones of large inter-
plate thrusts are indicated, as well as the trend of the character-
istic stress axis for tensional (diverging arrows), compressional
(converging arrows) and tear/oblique (Xs) mechanisms. The
principle axes are indicated in the lower hemisphere projection
using the convention in Fig. 5 . The dip of the subducting plate
at intermediate depths south of 20 ° S is shown in the focal
sphere.

intraplate compressional events, and there are no
published mechanisms for outer rise events, so all
of the mechanisms from Appendix B are shown
together in Fig. 8. Note the large 1868 and 1877
rupture zones, which are presumably seismic gaps
of substantial maturity . Three of the down-dip
compressional events are located in the relatively
small 1913 rupture zone, where the only tensional
events are at greater depths . One compressional
event (November 28, 1970) is located in the north-
ern portion of the 1877 rupture zone, in close
proximity to two tensional events of December 25,
1967, and June 19, 1970 . A moderate-sized thrust
event (Ms = 6.3), which took place in this area on
December 21, 1967, was the largest event in the
gap since 1922 . The two tensional events were
located slightly trenchward of this thrust
(Malgrange and Madariaga, 1983). This activity is
suggestive of a double Benioff zone, given that the
small size of the 1967 thrust is unlikely to have
induced a temporal change in intraplate stress.

Other activity along the 1877 and 1868 zones is
comprised of abundant tensional events of re-
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markably uniform character . These events occur
at greater depths, near 100 km, than the activity
below the interplate contact. The intraplate activ-
ity can be interpreted as the result of slab-pull
stresses yielding dominant tension throughout the
intermediate depth region . It is plausible that the
interplate contact is strongly coupled along the
entire region, accentuating the uniformity of the
intraplate stress regime. One outer rise event is
listed in the NOAA catalog near 22°S, but the
mechanism of this event is unknown. A moderate
number of events with m b >_ 5.5 in the NOÀA
catalog do not have published mechanisms, of
which about 10 are located near the 1877 rupture
zone and thus merit future analysis . The general
spatial distribution of all activity with m b >_ 5.5 is
well represented by the events in Fig. 8. When a
future great thrust event occurs in this region, it
will provide a strong test of the dynamic stress
model.

5. Peru-Colombia

The intraplate activity within the subducting
Nazca plate along northern South America ex-
hibits a variety of behavior . Figure 9 shows that
tensional activity predominates in most of the
region, with most compressional events located
down-dip of the plate interface along the mod-
erately coupled zone in Peru . The extensive gap in
large interplate thrust activity between Peru and
Colombia, site of subduction of the Carnegie Ridge
and numerous fracture zones, has intraplate activ-
ity at large distances from the trench . The region
along Colombia had large thrust events in 1906
(MS = 8.7), '1942, 1958 and 1979 (Mw, = 8.2), but
there are remarkably few intraplate events, except
on the northern limit of the 1906 and 1979 rupture
zones. The distribution of all intraplate seismic
activity with mb >_ 5 .5 is rather well represented
by the known mechanisms in Fig. 9.

Outer rise events in the region are infrequent,
with only two mechanisms being known for events
associated with interplate thrusts . These are the
events of September 3, 1967 (a compressional
event north of the 1966 rupture zone) and January
2, 1981 (a tensional event which followed the 1979

Fig . 9 . Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting plate
along Peru, Ecuador and Colombia. The symbol conventions
are the same as in Fig . 5 for (a) tensional and (b) compres-
sional or tear/oblique events . The dip of the subducting plate
at intermediate depths along Peru is indicated in the focal
spheres along with the principle stress axes . The dotted lines
and associated letters indicate the arc segments for which
cross-sections are shown in Fig. 11 .

Colombia event). Christensen and Ruff (1988) have
discussed the outer rise events within the seismic
gap along Ecuador from O'S to 10°S, finding
that they involve both tension and compression.
Although the tensional events occurred earlier, the
proximity of tensional and compressional events
near 7'S is consistent with the bending model
(Chapple and Forsyth, 1979), while the compres-
sional event (January 17, 1984) near 4 ° S occurred
in a region where a large (Ms = 7.6) event took
place on December 10, 1970 (Stauder, 1975). The
1970 event has been assigned shallow depths by
the ISC (15 km) and USCGS (25 km), which may
place it in the upper plate. Stauder (1975) gives a
solution with a north-south trending compression
axis, while Pennington (1981) gives a solution with
east-west compression that could be consistent
with underthrusting. We follow Stauder (1975) in
inferring that the 1970 event is in the upper plate,
and do not include it in our list of events within
the Nazca plate. We also note that the outer rise
compressional event in 1984 has a NE-SW trend-
ing compression axis, so it may reflect the lateral



Fig. 10. Intraplate activity associated with large thrust events
along Peru . The symbol conventions are the same as in Figs. 1
and 6 . The dashed aftershock area is that for the 1970 intrap-
late event (Dewey and Spence, 1979) .

warping of the slab around the bend in the coast-
line.

It is reasonable to infer that both the outer rise
and deeper intraplate activity in the Ecuador re-
gion are controlled principally by slab-pull and
lateral distortion of the subducting plate in this
region (for detailed discussions, see Stauder, 1975 ;
Isacks and Barazangi, 1979 ; Pennington, 1981).
The lateral distortion appears to result in the
numerous tear faults at intermediate depths. It is
thus difficult to use intraplate events to appraise
the seismic coupling of the interplate contact.

The tensional activity in northern Colombia
occurred both before and after the 1979 thrust
event, but a particularly large (MB = 7.2) event
took place just a few weeks before the thrust . It is
possible that lateral loading of the locked zone
occurred as a result of aseismic subduction in the
region north of the 1906 rupture zone .

Focusing now on the intraplate activity along
Peru, Fig. 10 shows the known focal mechanisms
for events in this area . The 1974 (MW= 8.1) thrust
event was preceded by a tensional event at 70 km
depth in 1968, as well as a large tensional event
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(MB = 7.1) at 105 km depth that occurred a month
before the thrust . Following the 1974 event, all
intraplate activity has been unambiguously com-
pressional (Beck et al ., 1986) throughout the depth
range 70-110 km. South of the 1974 thrust zone, a
down-dip compressional event took place along
the 1942 rupture zone (Fig. 8), while to the north,
a tensional event occurred near the down-dip edge
of the 1940 rupture zone . The strong lateral gradi-
ent from compression to tension at intermediate
depths is consistent with strong present coupling
of the 1940 rupture zone . Two intermediate depth
tensional events occurred in 1963 down-dip of the
1966 (Mw = 8.1) thrust event, and no subsequent
large events have taken place down-dip of the
rupture zone .

The temporal and spatial variation of the in-
traplate stress regime is much more difficult to
interpret north of the 1966 rupture zone . Here, the
very large (MW= 7.9) May 31, 1970, normal fault-
ing event (Abe, 1972b) took place. This event,
which occurred down-dip of the compressional
outer rise event that occurred north of and after
the 1966 thrust, produced aftershock activity in
two distinct clusters (Dewey and Spence, 1979).
With the exception of a recent event in 1986 near
the 1970 hypocenter, the known aftershock mech-
anisms for the larger events are all compressional,
while some of the smaller events are tensional
(Dewey and Spence, 1979; Isacks and Barazangi,
1977). At depths near 150 km, tensional activity
has occurred both before and after the 1970 rup-
ture (Fig . 9), but, owing to the flattening out of
the slab, this activity is located several hundred
kilometers away, and hence is difficult to relate to
the shallow activity . Beck and Ruff (1984) have
proposed that the 1970 rupture was complex, with
the stress axes changing during the rupture, but it
is not clear whether any slip occurred on the plate
interface during the mainshock . Thus, while it is
possible that a locked interface exists up-dip of
the 1970 event (Christensen and Ruff, 1988), the
seismic potential of the interplate contact is quite
uncertain .

The intraplate activity along Peru is shown in
depth and time profiles in Fig. 11 . The 1974 event
exhibits a clear temporal change in intraplate stress
regime. No other intermediate depth events with
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Fig. 11 . Depth and time profiles of intraplate activity associated with large thrust events in Peru in 1974 (Row A) and 1966 (Row B).
The corresponding arc segments are indicated in Fig. 9. The symbol conventions are the same as in Fig. 7 .

Mb >_ 6.0 are listed in the NOAA catalog for this
period, and only two events with mb >_ 5.5 lack
focal mechanisms, so this pattern is rather robust.

The temporal pattern of the 1966 and 1970
thrust events is also interesting, with intermediate
depth tensional events followed by the 1966 thrust,
and all other activity being located to the north
along the trench . The outer rise compressional and
the 1970 tensional event are suggestive of a locked
plate interface, but clearly the compressional
aftershocks of the 1970 event complicate this in-
terpretation . All events with mb >_ 6.0 in this re-
gion and time interval have known focal mecha-
nisms, while about 8-10 events with magnitudes
5.5 <_ mb < 6.0, most of which are aftershocks of
the 1970 event, lack published focal mechanisms .

6. Middle America

The subduction zone along Mexico and Central
America exhibits concentrated tensional activity
within the subductiog Cocos plate (Fig . 12). All of
the events with Mb >_ 6.0 are classified as tensional
mechanisms, with the exception of the 1980
Huajuapan event (MW = 7.2), which is categorized
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Fig. 12. Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting Cocos
plate along Middle America. The conventions are the same as
in Fig. 5 for (a) tensional and (b) Compressional or tear/oblique
category events. The dip of the subducting plate at inter-
mediate depths along Mexico is shown in the focal spheres ; the
dip is steeper along the Central America zone. The dotted lines
and associated letters indicate the arc segments for which
cross-sections are shown in Figs. 13 (unprimed letters) and 14
(primed letters).



as an oblique mechanism because neither the ten-
sion nor the compression axis plots in the down-dip
direction. This event is located several hundred
kilometers .north of the 1982 Ometepec doublet,
and is discussed in detail in Appendix A and by
Gonzalez-Ruiz (1986). Only nine known compres-
sional events are located in the region, with one
being in the outer rise offshore from the seismic
gap in the 1950 Guatemala rupture zone. The
other compressional events were located near the
coupled interface and are sparsely distributed
along the entire trench, as are numerous strike slip
and oblique tearing events . The catalog; in this
region for events since 1963 is probably completet
down to mb z 5.5, and mechanisms . for many
smaller events in the region are available (Motá,

1979; LeFevre and McNally, 1985). The entire
region is only moderately coupled in that the
largest interplate thrusts have rupture areas < 150
km long.

The region of the 1957 Acapulco thrust event
(near 99°W) has relatively little intraplate activ-
ity, while tensional events are common along the
Guerrero gap to the northwest . The gap between
the 1965 Oaxaca (Ma, = 7.5) and 1970 Chiapas
(MW = 7.4) thrust events (region C in Fig. 12) is in
the region where the Tehuantepec Ridge intersects
the trench, which may result in aseismic stibduc-
tion (LeFevre and -McNally, 1985), while just
southeast of the, 1942 Guatemala event there is an
extensive seismic gap along El Salvador (region
A) . The latter arc segment has uncertain seismic
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Fig. 13. Depth and time profiles of intraplate activity associated with seismic gaps or large thrust events in Central America for El
Salvador (Row A), 194,2/1950/1970 Guatemala (Row B) and Tehuantepec (Row C) regions. The corresponding arc segments are
indicated by the uaprimed letters in Fig. 12. The symbol conventions are the same as in Fig. _7, The ;evoents in Row B on the right
which are directly down-dip of the 1970 event are circled .
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potential for thrust events, but numerous large
events did occur in the region between 1900 and
1930 (e.g., Astiz and Kanamori, 1984), as is true
further south along the Nicaraguan coast .

Profiles of the time and depth history for events
along Central America are shown in Fig. 13 . The
profile in Row A is for activity along El Salvador,
from 88°W to 90.5"W. This region is a seismic
gap in which tensional activity is very active and
extends up to the down-dip edge of the interplate
contact. A large (MW = 7.3) event occurred on
June 19, 1982, at a depth near 52 km, the detailed
mechanism of which is given in Appendix A. This
activity is consistent with the presence of a cou-
pled interface, but no outer rise activity has
occurred in the region to test this interpretation

further. The arc segment along Nicaragua shows
very similar intraplate activity (Fig . 12).

The intraplate mechanisms along Guatemala
are shown in Row B of Fig. 13 . The 1970 thrust
event waspreceded by an mb = 6.1 tensional event
in 1965 and a smaller tensional event in 1968 (the
intraplate events near the 1970 rupture are circled
to clarify the spatial relationships) . A small outer
rise tensional event occurred in 1981, and a small
intermediate depth tensional event occurred in
1986 . This region is thus consistent with a reduc-
tion in the intermediate depth tensional regime
following the 1970 thrust . The 1970 thrust was
also followed by an outer rise compressional event
in 1971, which was located near the 1950 seismic
gap (Christensen and Ruff, 1988). This suggests
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Fig. 14. Depth and time profiles of intraplate activity associated with large thrust events in Mexico in Oaxaca (Row A), Ometepec
(Row B) and Michoacan (Row Q. The corresponding arc segments are indicated by the primed letters in Fig. 12. The symbol
conventions are the same as in Fig. 7.



lateral loading of the outer rise of a locked zone
by slip in an adjacent interplate segment, similar
to that for the 1985 Chile and 1970 Peru regions .
Other than one small compressional event in the
1942 zone, tensional activity has been dominant
along the down-dip edge of the 1950 and 1942
rupture zones.
An example of intraplate activity in a region

which may be subducting aseismically is shown in
Row C, which is for the Tehuantepec region .
Tensional events occur as deep as 200 km, and
extend right up to shallow depths, such as the
January 24, 1983 (MW = 6.8) event at a depth of
36 km. It appears that there is no locked interface
to disrupt the intraplate tensional stresses. Chris-
tensen and Ruff (1988) and Astiz et al. (1988)
argue that in regions with weak seismic coupling,
down-dip slab-pull can transfer all the way to
shallow depths, even to the outer rise, possibly
resulting in large trench events such as the 1977
Sumbawa and 1933 Sanriku earthquakes . Since
the coupling on either side of the Tehuantepec
Ridge is evidently moderately strong, it appears
that in this region large tensional activity is dis-
tributed over a depth range of 150 km rather than
concentrating at shallow depths.

Subduction along Mexico results in a complex
distribution of intraplate activity, as shown in Fig.
14 . Along Oaxaca (Row A and region A' in Fig.
12) and Ometepec (Row B and region B' in Fig.
12) the historic record of focal mechanisms for
large intraplate events has been extended back to
1928 by the work of Jimenez (1977), Singh et al .
(1985) and Gonzalez-Ruiz (1986). The seismic re-
cord in Oaxaca covers two cycles of rupture of the
interplate contact . Four events with MS > 7.4
occurred in the region in 1928 (Singh et al., 1981) .
A large tensional event occurred several hundred
kilometers down-dip after the first of these events .
In 1931, a great normal faulting event (Mw = 8.0)
occurred in the region of the 1928 and 1978 thrusts
(Singh et al ., 1985) . This tensional event may be
located inland from the interplate contact, in which
case it is not consistent with the dynamic stress
model . However, the location of the event is some-
what uncertain, and the event is large enough to
represent a lithospheric detachment event. Ten-
sional events in 1937 and 1959 occurred in the
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distant down-dip region followed by the 1965
(Mw = 7.5) and 1968 (Mw = 7.3) interplate thrust
events. An outer rise tensional event followed the
1968 thrust and a small compressional event oc-
curred in 1972 down-dip of the future 1978 (Mw
= 7.6) thrust event . The 1973 Orizaba (Mw = 7.0)
tensional event also preceded the 1978 thrust, and
smaller tensional activity has continued in the
distant down-dip region. Any temporal relation-
ship between intraplate and interplate activity in
the region is clearly rather complex . The 200-300
km distance between the down-dip activity and
the thrust interface, combined with the moderate
size of the thrust activity, may account for the lack
of temporal coupling .
A somewhat clearer temporal pattern is ex-

hibited in the Ometepec region, northwest of
Oaxaca (Fig. 14, Row B). Gonzalez-Ruiz (1986)
documented the occurrence of normal faulting
events down-dip (about 200 km) from the
Ometepec region within varying time intervals be-
fore four interplate thrusts . The earliest of these
events occurred in the 1880s and focal mecha-
nisms could not be determined; however, Jimenez
(1977) did determine mechanisms for the tensional
intraplate events in 1928 and 1945, which pre-
ceded interplate thrusts in 1937 and 1950 . The
large Huajuapan normal faulting event in 1980
occurred just before the 1982 doublet thrust events
(Astiz and Kanamori, 1984) . However, as shown
in Appendix A and by Gonzalez-Ruiz (1986), the
Huajuapan event does not fit in the tensional
category. Gonzalez-Ruiz has argued that continen-
tal loading may be responsible for the mechanism
of this event . A small compressional event oc-
curred adjacent to the 1982 doublet (Mw = 7.0,
6.9) in 1986. The temporal connection between the
interplate activity and the distant intraplate activ-
ity normal faulting events is certainly stronger
than in the Oaxaca region, but it remains very
difficult to establish the significance of the tem-
poral pattern .

Along the Michoacan region (Fig. 14, Row C
and region C' in Fig. 12) there have been five
recent large thrust events : 1973 (Mw= 7.6), 1979
(Mw = 7.6), 1981 (Mw = 7.3), September 19, 1985
(Mw = 8.0) and September 21, 1985 (Mw= 7.6),
indicating moderately strong coupling in the re-
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gion of the subducting Orozco fracture zone . The
1973 Colima event was preceded by a tensional
event on February 27, 1966, while a tensional
event occurred 6 months after the event northwest
of the rupture zone (Fig. 12) . A tensional event
occurred in 1976 down-dip of the 1979 Petatlan
thrust, while in 1973 and 1978 tensional events
occurred down-dip of the 1981 Playa Azul rup-
ture. Eastward from the Petatlan event, down-dip
of the Guerrero gap, tensional events occurred in
1964 (M,, = 7.3), 1967, 1976 and 1978, which may
reflect a strongly coupled interface in the seismic
gap region. A small (Mb = 5.2) event on May 28,
1985, down-dip of the Playa Azul event preceded
the 1985 thrusts (McNally et al., 1986) . The latter
thrusts ruptured on both sides of the 1981 failure
zone. McNally and Gonzalez-Ruiz (1985) and Mc-
Nally et al. (1986) have interpreted the intraplate
activity along the Michoacan region in the context
of a whole earthquake cycle, in which there is an
up-dip migration of tensional stress, seismic quies-
cence on the future thrust rupture zone, and
subsequent large thrusting . The observations along
Michoacan in Fig . 14 are basically consistent with
the stress gauge dynamic stress model in Fig. 2,
which does not necessarily imply migration of
activity, but does predict temporal modulation of
activity within the slab .

7 . Alaska-Aleutian Islands

The subduction zone along Alaska is believed
to be a region of very strong seismic coupling on
the basis of the great 1964 (M,, = 9.2) thrust event .
Figure 15 demonstrates the interesting sparseness
of large intraplate ruptures in this region, similar
to that for the 1960 Chile zone (Fig . 5), but with
far less outer rise activity . All intermediate depth
events with mb z 6.0 since 1963 have mechanisms
included in Fig. 15 . The sole outer rise event
seaward of the 1964 zone is a tensional event
(Christensen and Ruff, 1988) that followed the
thrust . All of the activity shown near the 1964
rupture zone occurred after the thrust event, with
the exception of a single oblique event in 1954 .
Unlike the 1960 Chile event, intermediate depth
tensional activity has occurred in the region fol-
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Fig. 15 . Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting plate
along Alaska. The conventions are the same as in Fig. 5 .

lowing the main thrust, with a single small
compressional event in 1967 located within the
rupture zone . Most mechanisms near the north-
eastern end of the rupture zone involve complex
deformation and tearing of the Pacific plate .

Only tensional activity has occurred down-dip
of the 1938 rupture zone and the adjacent
Shumagin seismic gap, consistent with down-dip
slab-pull concentrating stress at the edge of a
coupled interplate contact . Several tensional outer
rise events occurred following the 1957 Fox Island
(MW = 9.1) rupture at the easternmost end of the
aftershock area, which overlaps the 1946 rupture
zone. There is evidence for a double Benioff zone
in this region, given the close proximity of the
compressional and tensional events at the down-
dip edge of the easternmost end of the 1957 zone
(House and Jacob, 1983; Hudnut and Taber,1987) .

The rupture zone of the great 1957 Aleutian
event extends westward along the Aleutian arc to
180 °W. The intraplate activity in this region, and
along the westward extension of the arc where the
1965 Rat Island (MW = 8.7) event ruptured, is
shown in Fig . 16 . While there are only four inter-
mediate depth events with m b z 6.0 in the region,
it is clear that, unlike most subduction zones in
which seismicity extends to a maximum depth of
300 km, compressional activity dominates in the
Aleutian arc. The outer rise has had numerous



Fig. 16 . Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting Pacific
plate along the Aleutian Islands . The symbol conventions are
the same as in Fig. 5 for (a) tensional and (b) compressional
and tear/oblique events . The dip of the subduction zone at
intermediate depth along the eastern Aleutians is shown in the
focal sphere . The dotted lines and associated letters indicate
the arc segments for which cross-sections are shown in Fig. 18 .
Note that region A extends along the entire 1957 rupture zone.

tensional events, all of which followed either the
1957 or 1965 thrusts (Stauder, 1968a, b, 1972 ;
Abe, 1972a; Spence, 1977 ; Christensen and Ruff,
1988). Compressional activity at intermediate
depth has been distributed all along the arc, but
no outer rise Compressional events have been de-
tected in the region.

The concentration of activity in the vicinity of
the 1986 thrust is rather intriguing . The focal
mechanisms of the intermediate depth events in
this region are shown in Fig. 17 . The 1955 ten-
sional event preceded the 1957 thrust, with subse-
quent activity in the region up until 1976 all being
of Compressional or oblique category, with the
exception of the two outer rise tensional events.
The latter events occurred in 1958 (175.4°W) and
1984 (176.8° W). The two 1986 events in Fig. 17
follow the thrust event, and are located near the
edges of the rupture zone. The temporal pattern of
this activity is generally consistent with the dy-
namic model.

The time and depth characteristics of the Aleu-
tian Island activity are presented in Fig. 18 . Both
the 1957 (Row A) and 1965 (Row C) thrusts show
striking activation of the outer rise tensional activ-
ity following the interplate events . The 1957 event
was preceded by one large tensional event at inter-
mediate depth in 1955, and subsequent activity
has been predominantly Compressional, although
the latter events are located at greater depths than
the tensional events that preceded and followed
the thrust. House and Jacob (1983) noted this
temporal pattern and discussed the possibility that
the large thrust event was responsible for the
Compressional activity, but preferred to interpret
the variation in mechanism in terms of a double
Benioff zone . The 1986 event (Row B), located as
it is within the 1957 rupture zone, provides a
strong suggestion .of temporal variation in activity
from deeper Compressional events to quiescence at
intermediate depths preceding the thrust. The 1965
Rat Island event was followed by sparse compres-
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Fig. 17 . Intraplate activity associated with the 1986 Aleutian
event. The symbol conventions are the same as in Figs. I and
6 . The outer rise events are actually tensional events that
followed the 1957 rupture, and thus occurred before the 1986
event.
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Fig. 18 . Depth and time profiles of intraplate activity associated with large thrust events along the Aleutians in 1957/1986 (Row A),
1986 (Row B) and 1965 (Row C). The corresponding arc segments are indicated in Fig. 16. The symbol conventions are the same as
in Fig 7.

sional activity at intermediate depths and ten-
sional activity in the outer rise.

8. Kamchatka-Kurile Islands-northern Japan

The subducting Pacific plate along the Kurile
Islands arc has bountiful intraplate activity, as
shown in Fig. 19 . This catalog of known mecha-
nisms gives a good spatial representation of the
regional seismicity with mb >_ 5.5 since 1963 in the
NOÀA catalog. A few intermediate depth events
with Mb >_ 6.0 do lack published focal mecha-
nisms. This region is characterized as being
strongly coupled along the 1952 {M,, = 9.0) rup-

ture zone and well-coupled along the rest of the
trench, with a region of uncertain seismic coupling
between the 1963 Kurile Island and 1952
Kamchatka events . The latter region, which we
call the Kurile gap (see McCann et al ., 1979, for
discussion) is of particular interest in that several
outer rise compressional events have occurred
along the gap, including the large (MS = 7.7) event
of March 16, 1963 (Christensen and Ruff, 1987).
It is intriguing that the northern half of this gap
has active tensional and compressional inter-
mediate depth intraplate activity, indicative of a
double Benioff zone (Veith, 1974 ; Stauder and
Mualchin, 1976), while the southern half of the
gap, directly down-dip of the 1963 outer rise com-



pressional event, has only tensional activity at
intermediate depth, consistent with the presence
of a locked interface.

Compressional activity dominates at the down-
dip edge of the 1952 and 1959 (Ms = 8.2)
Kamchatka rupture zones. There have been several
tensional events down-dip of the Kamchatka thrust
during the last 25 years, indicating that a double
Benioff zone may extend through this region . Ten-
sional outer rise activity along this area followed
the thrust events, although since 1978 there have
been two outer rise compressional events up-dip
of the 1952 rupture zone . The temporal intermix-
ing of tensional and compressional activity in the
outer rise is suggestive of bending stresses in this
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Fig. 19 . Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting Pacific plate along the Kamchatka-Kurile Islands-northern Japan zone. The
conventions are the same as in Fig. 5 for (a) tensional, (b) compressional and (c) tear/oblique category events. The dotted lines and
associated letters indicate the arc segments for which cross-sections are shown in Fig. 20 .

region (Chapple and Forsyth, 1979) or of accu-
mulating strain due to a recoupled interplate con-
tact (Christensen and Ruff, 1988) .

The Kurile Islands region exhibits a complex
mixture of tensional, compressional and
tear/oblique faulting, with complicated spatial re-
lationships to the interplate thrust events . The
1952 Hokkaido (Mw, = 8.1) event is distinctive in
lacking activity of any type other than tear fault-
ing directly down-dip . This may be owing to the
proximity of the lateral bend in the subducting
plate near Hokkaido . The focal mechanisms for
many additional small events in this region have
been determined by Sasatani (1976). The spatial
distribution of tensional and compressional inter-
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mediate depth events along the other Kurile thrust
zones is suggestive of a double Benioff zone, while
only tensional events following the main thrusts
have occurred in the outer rise. Down-dip of the
1968 Tokachi-Oki (Mw = 8.2) event compressional
activity is dominant . Several very large tear fault-
ing events have occurred near the Hokkaido corner
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as well as down-dip of the 1973 (MK,= 7.8) rup-
ture zone .
No intraplate focal mechanisms are known for

events preceding the 1952 Kamchatka thrust, so
the time sequence (Fig . 20, Row A) is one-sided
with respect to the thrust . While two large com-
pressional events followed the thrust within 1 year,
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Fig. 20 . Depth and time profiles of intraplate activity associated with large thrust events along the Kamchatka-Kurile Islands-north-
ern Japan region in 1952 (Row A), 1963 (Row B), 1969/1973 (Row C) and 1968 Tokachi-Oki (Row D) . The corresponding arc
segments are indicated in Fig. 19. The symbol conventions are the same as in Fig. 7 .



subsequent activity has involved both large ten-
sional and large compressional events. The outer
rise also appears to exhibit a period of principally
tensional activity followed by more recent mixed
behavior . This suggests that intraplate stresses are
nearly in equilibrium, producing double seismic
zones in both intermediate depth and outer rise
regions, following the model of Fujita and
Kanamori (1981) .

The 1963 Kurile Island event (M,� = 8.5) was
preceded by several large tensional events at the
down-dip edge of the interplate contact (Fig . 20,
Row B), as well as a deeper compressional event.
A small compressional event that is perhaps too
far inland to be called an outer rise event also
preceded the thrust, and tensional activity in the
outer rise followed the mainshock . The region of
large down-dip tensional events prior to the thrust
has had a mixture of small compressional and
tensional events since the 1963 rupture, consistent
with the temporal variation of the dynamic model.

Intraplate activity near the overlapping 1969
(MW = 8.2) and 1973 (MW = 7.8) rupture zones
(Fig . 20, Row C) is mixed, but has a general
pattern similar to that in the 1963 zone . Relatively
large tensional events occurred down-dip of the
thrust zones prior to the events, along with a
deeper compressional shock. Following the events,
smaller tensional and compressional activity has
continued in the vicinity of the earlier tensional
events . Two tensional events seaward of the 1969
rupture zone followed the mainshock, with the
event in the outer rise actually located up-dip of
where the 1969 and 1958 (MW = 8.3) rupture zones
overlap (Fig . 19). A small compressional event
occurred seaward of the 1969 rupture as well, 3
days after the thrust .

The 1968 Tokachi-Oki event (Fig. 20, Row D)
is located in a region of strong distortion of the
subducting slab, and presents a rather complex
intraplate stress distribution . Outer rise tensional
events followed the mainshock, while at inter-
mediate depths the activity shows no simple rela-
tion to the thrust event. The large 1968 (MS = 7 .5)
normal faulting aftershock of the thrust event
(Kanamori, 1971) does have down-dip compres-
sion consistent with a transient increase in . the
intraplate compressional stress . Kanamori (1971)
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has argued that the geometric complexity of the
distorted slab played a role in concentrating the
shallow compressional stresses following the inter-
plate thrust, which is consistent with the general
dynamic model concept in Fig. 2b . On August 2,
1971, a large tensional event (Ms = 7.0) occurred
just to the northeast of the 1968 rupture zone (Fig .
19), which suggests that slip in the 1968 event
induced lateral loading of the adjacent arc seg-
ment south of the 1952 rupture zone .

9. New Britain-Solomon Islands

The Solomon Islands region has very active
seismicity in both the interplate and intraplate
environments . The Solomon plate is subducting
toward the north along the New Britain trench
and toward the northeast along the Solomon trench
(Fig . 21). A fairly large number of events in the
NOAA catalog with 5 .5 5 Mb < 6.0 lack reliable
focal mechanisms in this region, and the steep dip
of the subducting slab presents some difficulty in
distinguishing intraplate tensional events from in-
terplate thrusts. This is compounded by a general
tendency for the catalog source depths of large
interplate events in this region to be greater than
in other zones. Thus, given the caveat that a few
tensional events may have been omitted or mis-
identified, the general characteristics of the activ-
ity in this region can be considered .

Numerous tensional events have occurred in
the outer rise following the 1971 and 1975 inter-
plate doublets (see Lay and Kanamori, 1980, for a
discussion of the thrusts) . Tensional events with
steeply dipping tension axes are located at inter-
mediate depth near the leading edge of the cou-
pled zone throughout the region . Similarly, com-
pressional events, with much more variable stress
axis orientations, are distributed along the entire
arc. Numerous tear faults and oblique mecha-
nisms are also found in the region, suggesting
complexity of the intraplate stress regime owing to
the lateral bending of the Solomon plate. Two
compressional events near the outer rise have oc-
curred in the southwestern New Britain trench
(Christensen and Ruff, 1988), one of which is in
close proximity to a tensional outer rise event.
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Fig. 21 . Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting Solomon
plate . The symbol conventions are the same as in Fig . 5 for (a)
tensional and (b) compressional or tear/oblique events . The
pressure, tension and intermediate axes are plotted in separate
focal spheres for events in the New Britain trench (left) and
Solomon trench (right) in both figures . The dotted lines and
associated letters indicate the arc segments for which cross-sec-
[ions are shown in Fig. 22 .

This area is considered to be a seismic gap with
some potential for a large thrust event (McCann et
al ., 1979), although the exact nature of the previ-
ous large events in the region in 1945 and 1946 is
not well understood . Both tensional and compres-
sional activity at intermediate depths is observed
in this region, indicative of double Benioff zone
stresses ; however, the largest event was a tensional
event (M, = 6.6, February 24, 1981). The north-
ward convergence of New Guinea appears to com-
plicate the intraplate stress regime in this region,
making it difficult to go further in appraising the
interplate seismic potential .

The July 26, 1971 (MW = 8.1) earthquake was
accompanied by temporal variation in intraplate
activity (Fig . 22, Row A). Prior to the thrust,
several tensional events occurred down-dip of the
thrust contact, while somewhat deeper compres-
sional activity took place for 10 years following
the thrust. After 1980, tensional activity resumed

in the shallower region . The outer rise had several
large tensional events after the thrust, and no
compressional events have occurred in the region .

The July 14, 1971 (MW = 8.0) Solomon Island
event ruptured the northwest portion of the trench,
with a rather oblique mechanism (Lay and
Kanamori, 1980). This thrust mayinvolve a change
in mechanism during the rupture, but is probably
an interplate event (Schwartz et al ., 1989). There
was mixed tensional and compressional activity at
intermediate depth prior to the thrust (Fig. 22,
Row B), with a large tensional event near the
epicenter on July 19, 1971 (Ms = 7.1), and a large
compressional event on September 28, 1971 (d =
107 km, Ms = 6.6) down-dip of the event. The
latter event is consistent with enhanced compres-
sional stress down-dip following the thrust, while
the tensional outer rise event following the
,mainshock is also consistent with the dynamic
stress model. However, the July 19 event occurred
in the 12-day interval between the two 1971 thrust
events, and it is unclear what relation it may have
to the doublet. Large intermediate depth tensional
events in 1983 occurred in the northwestern region
of the rupture zone . It appears that lateral contor-
tion of the slab near this bend dominates the
stress regime .

The two pairs of large interplate earthquakes in
1974 (MW = 7.3, 7.4) and 1975 (MW = 7.7, 7.4) are
associated with little temporal variation of intrap-
late activity (Fig. 22, Row C) other than the
occurrence of an outer rise tensional event in 1977
seaward of the 1975 ruptures . These events are all
relatively small, so little temporal variation in the
intraplate environment is to be expected .

10 . New Hebrides

The New Hebrides is a region of moderate to
weak seismic coupling, similar to the Solomon
Islands in demonstrating a tendency for temporal
clustering of large thrust events (Lay et al ., 1982).
The steep dip of the subducting plate again com-
plicates the segregation of interplate thrusts from
shallow tensional intraplate events . Figure 23 indi-
cates the high level of activity in this arc, with the
region around 18'S also having diminished activ-
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Fig. 22. Depth and time profiles of intraplate activity associated with large thrust events in the New Britain-Solomon Islands region
in 1971 (Row A: New Britain), 1971 (Row B: Solomon Islands), and 1974/1975 (Row C: Solomon Islands). The corresponding arc
segments are indicated in Fig. 21 . The symbol conventions are the same as in Fig. 7.

ity in the NOAA catalog. Many tensional and
compressional events are located down-dip from
the 1980 Santa Cruz (Mw = 7.5, 7.8) events in the
north, and the 1973 (MS =7.9) event. Tensional
activity dominates along the 1965 (Mw = 7.6) re-
gion and near 19 ° S, while compressional activity
is common north of the 1980 (Mw = 7.2, 7.5)
Loyalty Islands (near 22'S) events . Numerous
tear fault mechanisms are located along the
Loyalty Islands region, associated with the curve
at the southern end of the arc.

Outer rise activity along the New Hebrides has
principally involved tensional events following the
ruptures in 1972, 1980 and 1965 (Christensen and
Ruff, 1988). A complex sequence of events, involv-
ing both tensional and oblique mechanisms oc-

cuffed in 1985, seaward of and preceding the
December 21, 1985 (Mw = 7.1) thrust event. These
events are located north of the intersection of the
D'Entrecasteaux fracture zone and the trench . Just
to the north of this region both tensional and
compressional outer rise events have occurred in a
seismic gap (Christensen and Ruff, 1988), which
also has both tensional and compressional inter-
mediate depth activity. No other compressional
outer rise events are known to have occurred in
the region .
The temporal and depth distributions of in-

traplate events along the larger interplate rupture
zones in the northern New Hebrides are shown in
Fig. 24 . The 1980 Santa Cruz event (Row A) has
both tensional andcompressional (notably in 1978)



Fig. 23 . Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting plate
along the New Hebrides . The symbol conventions are the same
as in Fig. 5 for (a) tensional and (b) compressional or tear/ob-,
lique events . The dotted lines and associated letters indicate
the arc segments for which cross-sections are shown in Fig . 24.

activity at the down-dip edge of the rupture zone
prior to the thrust, with mixed behavior afterward
as well, along with a solitary outer rise event . Note
that there is some depth separation of the
compressional and tensional events in this region,
as well as along the 1973 zone (Row B). Some of
the larger events in the region involve oblique
faulting suggestive of lateral segmentation of the
subducting slab .

The 1973 thrust was preceded by some ten-
sional and tear faulting events below 100 km
depth, and was followed on the day after the
mainshock by the December 29, 1973 (MS = 7.2)
tensional event at 47 km depth. Eleven months
later a slightly deeper compressional event oc-
curred, with deeper tear faulting taking place over
the next 3 years . Subsequently, deep tensional and
shallower compressional activity has occurred .

The 1965 thrust event (Row C) was preceded
by two large tensional events in 1963 and 1964 at
depths around 130 km. After the event, numerous
tensional and tear faulting ruptures have taken
place, with two events in the outer rise and one
large event within the rupture zone . The only
compressional event in the region occurred in

1974 at the northern end of the rupture area (see
Fig . 22) where the 1973 and 1965 aftershock zones
overlap .

The events along the New Hebrides do not
suggest a simple temporal relation between in-
traplate and interplate regimes, possibly owing to
the moderate size of the largest thrusts, the steep
dip of the subducting slab (which appears to in-
duce a mixed stress regime), and the abundance of
tear faults that appear to reflect lateral contortion
and segmentation of the slab .

11 . Tonga-Kermadee

The intraplate activity along Tonga has been
extensively studied (e.g., Isacks et al ., 1969;
Richter, 1979; Billington, 1980; Kawakatsu, 1986 ;
Giardini and Woodhouse, 1984), and the intrap-
late mechanism catalog is probably complete for
mb >_ 5.5 . Figure 25 clearly demonstrates that there
are numerous tensional events at intermediate
depths in the Tonga portion of the arc, while the
region is often characterized as being in compres-
sion at all depths . Kawakatsu (1986) has consid-
ered the occurrence of nearby tensional and com-
pressional events as evidence for a double Benioff
zone . In the northern portion of the arc the outer
rise also has tensional and compressional events in
close proximity . While some of this complexity
may be attributed to the tear faulting deformation
at the northern end of the arc, it appears that
along much of the Tonga region the intraplate
stresses are in a near-equilibrium state that favors
the development of double seismic zones with
mixed stresses (Fujita and Kanamori, 1981) . From
20'S to 23'S only compressional activity is ob-
served at intermediate depths . The seismic poten-
tial for large interplate thrust events along the
Tonga arc north of 25'S is uncertain (McCann et
al ., 1979) .

The Louisville Ridge intersects the arc near the
jog in the trench at 25 ° S, which is also the loca-
tion of the 1982 (MW = 7.5) underthrusting event .
Southward of this junction, the Kermadec are is
predominantly in tension at intermediate depths,
although both compressional and tear faulting
events are scattered along the region . The



Kermadec zone appears to be moderately to
strongly coupled in the region of the 1976 (MS =
7.7, 8.0), 1978 (Mw, = 7.0), 1968 (MS = 7.0) and
1986 (M�, = 7.7) events. The mechanisms of these
events have not been extensively studied, and there
is some possibility that they are not all simple
interplate thrusts, but we will consider them all to
be thrusts for the present discussion.

The Louisville Ridge is believed to play a major
role in affecting the stress regime in the Tonga arc
(e.g., Isacks et al., 1969; Giardini and Woodhouse,
1984); however, this role is not exactly clear. Fig-
ure 26 shows the remarkable complexity of seismic
activity above 300 km depth in the region where
the Ridge impinges on the arc. A great diversity of
large earthquake stress orientations is observed in
the region . The outer rise has experienced two
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Fig. 24. Depth and time profiles of intraplate activity associated with large thrust events in the New Hebrides in 1980 (Row A), 1973
(Row B) and 1965 (Row C). The corresponding arc segments are indicated in Fig . 23 . The symbol conventions are the same as in Fig .
7 .

large events, a tensional event in 1977 studied by
Eissler and Kanamori (1982), and a compressional
event in 1975 studied by Christensen and Ruff
(1988) . The 1982 thrust event is the only large
thrust event definitely known to involve interplate
thrusting along the entire Tonga arc. All three of
these events lie along the intersection of the Louis-
ville Ridge with the arc. Along the down-dip
projection of the Ridge, the great June 22, 1977
(MW = 8.0) normal faulting event occurred with a
down-dip tension axis and a centroid depth near
70 km. The next largest event in the region is the
down-dip compressional event of April 13, 1980
(MW = 7.6) with a source depth of 165 km. The
detailed source processes of these five diverse
events have been studied by Christensen and Lay
(1988) .
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Fig. 25 . Intraplate earthquakes within the subducting plate along the Tonga-Kermadec zone. The symbol conventions are the same
as in Fig. 5 for (a) tensional, (b) compressional, and (c) tear/oblique events . The dip of the subducting slab at intermediate depths
along Tonga is shown in the focal spheres. The dotted lines and associated numbers indicate the arc segments for which
cross-sections are shown in Fig. 27 .

Fig. 26 . Intraplate activity associated with the 1982 thrust
event in Tonga. The symbol conventions are the same as in
Figs. 1 and 6. The dotted aftershock zones are for the outer rise
events in 1975 and 1977 .

While any examination of the temporal relation
between large intraplate activity and the 1982
thrust must be considered in the context of the
perturbation of the stress regime caused by the
Louisville Ridge, there are some interesting tem-
poral features in Fig. 26 . While the large 1975
outer rise compressional event did precede the
thrust, there was also shallow outer rise tensional
activity at both ends of the 1982 thrust zone prior
to the mainshock. The northern activity involved
two events in 1967 as well as two events following
the 1977 intermediate depth event (Christensen
and Ruff, 1988). On the southern end of the
rupture zone, the large 1977 tensional event oc-
curred as well as a smaller event in 1978. The
rapid variation along-strike of the outer rise stress
regime is suggestive of localized strong interplate
coupling in the 1982 zone. The deeper activity is
comparably complex, with both tensional and
compressional activity preceding the thrust .
Christensen and Lay (1988) suggest that the
Louisville Ridge is a buoyant zone which produces
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locally strong coupling in the wedge of the plate
north of its intersection with the trench, thereby
allowing tension to accumulate to a sufficient
degree to result in the great 1977 event, and also
building up strain on the interplate contact which
failed in the 1982 thrust. The 1977 earthquake,
like the 1970 Peru normal event, was followed by
predominantly down-dip compressional events,
which are located both near the 1977 hypocenter
and at depths near 180 km.

The complex time distribution of all of these
events is displayed in Fig. 27 (Row A) . While the
depth profile can be interpreted as evidence for a
double Benioff zone (e .g ., Kawakatsu, 1986), the
oblique intersection of the Louisville Ridge with
these events argues for caution in interpreting this
activity.

tas

Fig. 27 . Depth and time profiles of intraplate activity associated with large thrust events in Tonga-Kermadec in 1982 (Row A), 1976
(Row B) and i%8/1978 (Row C). The corresponding arc segments are indicated in Fig. 2s . The symbol conventions are the same as
in Fig. 7 .

The seismic activity along the Kermadec zone
is somewhat simpler to inspect. Row B of Fig. 27
shows the intraplate activity near the 1976 doub-
let . This event was preceded by a large outer rise
compressional event as well as a smaller tensional
event on the next day (Christensen and Ruff,
1988), and only tensional activity has followed the
thrusts. At intermediate depth, several tensional
events followed the thrusts. The deepest tensional
event (MS = 7.3) shown in the depth profile oc-
curred in 1949, while the tear fault (M. = 7.0) took
place in 1957 .

The 1968 and 1978 Kermadec events have been
followed mainly by compressional activity (Fig.
27, Row C), which is interesting because tensional .
activity at the same depth is dominant to the
south of this region (Fig. 2s). There are numerous
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earlier events in this region with 5.5 <_ mb < 6.0
listed in the NOAA catalog, for which the mecha-
nisms are not known and the depths are given at
the default of 33 km. Future efforts are needed to
improve understanding of both the interplate and
intraplate activity along Kermadec .

12 . Discussion and conclusions

Intraplate seismic activity in the vicinity of
large interplate thrust events clearly exhibits sub-
stantial regional diversity of spatial and temporal
patterns . On the basis of the existing record, there
are insufficient data from which to establish
quantitatively the existence of temporal patterns
or even to characterize precursory activity . How-
ever, some qualitative characteristics can be de-
fined, and the composite diagrams in Fig. 3 can be
considered. The outer rise region exhibits the least
ambiguous behavior (Christensen and Ruff, 1988),
with compressional activity only being observed
prior to major thrusts (four cases: 1985 Chile,
1983 Chile, 1982 Tonga, 1976 Kermadec) or in
seismic gaps of either known or uncertain seismic
potential. However, the time interval between the
compressional events and subsequent thrusts varies
substantially, from 2 to 19 years, and the very
largest thrust events have not had precursory com-
pressional activity documented. It may be that
previous thrusting or tensional activity in adjacent
regions plays a role in loading the outer rise (as in
three of the four cases : 1985 Chile, 1983 Chile,
1982 Tonga) prior to a moderate-sized thrust .
Bending stresses may complicate the outer rise
scenario as well (Chapple and Forsyth, 1979;
Ward, 1983 ; Christensen and Ruff, 1988), for
tensional and compressional events occur in close
proximity prior to two of the thrusts, as well as in
several of the seismic gaps (Peru, Kamchatka,
Solomon Islands, and Tonga).

Theintermediate depth intraplate activity shows
the most dramatic temporal changes (from down-
dip tensional events prior to a thrust to down-dip
compressional events afterward) for the 1960 Chile,
1966 Chile, 1974 Peru, 1957 Aleutians, 1963 Kurile,
1968 Tokachi-Oki, and 1971 New Britain events .
Thrusts associated with merely a decrease in the

tensional activity rather than a complete conver-
sion to compressional behavior include the 1983
Chile, 1985 Chile, 1970 Chiapas, 1969 and 1973
Kurile Islands, and 1965 New Hebrides events .
The thrust events of the second group tend to be
smaller than those of the first group, consistent
with the idea that large displacements are needed
to induce a substantial transient compressional
stress in the plate. The moderate size thrust events
along Middle America are often preceded by ten-
sional activity, but the record is unclear as to
whether there is a decrease in this activity follow-
ing the events . The 1964 Alaska, 1979 Colombia,
and 1965 Rat Islands events lack any temporal
pattern in the down-dip activity despite their large
size, while they were all followed by at least one
tensional outer rise event. The events with M,, <
8.0 in the moderately coupled Solomon Islands
and New Hebrides regions do not show any clear
temporal patterns other than tensional outer rise
activity following the thrust events . The composite
behavior is shown in Fig. 3. Note that for the first
year after the thrust events, there is a more fre-
quent occurrence of compressional events than
tensional events for the entire range of thrust
event size .

It is of interest to consider the intermediate
depth activity near seismic gaps that have com-
pressional outer rise events identified by Christen-
sen and Ruff (1988) . The compressional event just
north of the 1966 Peru thrust is up-dip of the 1970
tensional rupture, consistent with a locked inter-
face . However, the compressional aftershock activ-
ity of the 1970 event may indicate that the inter-
face slipped during the 1970 rupture, which is
believed to have a complex source process (Beck
and Ruff, 1984). Intermediate depth tensional ac-
tivity dominates in the region down-dip from the
outer rise compressional events in the Ecuador
region, but there is also tensional activity offshore
in the area. While the general activity is consistent
with a locked interface, the evidence for complex-
ity of the intraplate stress regime due to curvature
of the subducting slab is quite good (e.g ., Stauder,
1975 ; Pennington, 1981). The outer rise compres-
sional event along the 1950 Guatemala rupture
zone is up-dip of very active tensional activity
below the interface, consistent with a locked con-



tact zone. Outer rise compressional activity near
the Kurile gap of uncertain seismic potential oc-
curs up-dip of both tensional and compressional
intermediate depth events, but the region directly
down-dip of the largest outer rise compressional
event has only tensional events below the plate
contact. This is suggestive of a localized region of
strong coupling in the central part of the gap,
which causes a disruption of the double Benioff
zone activity. Thus, one might anticipate only a
moderate-sized thrust event in this gap, compara-
ble to the previous event in 1915 .

Several compressional outer rise events in the
southwestern New Britain trench, as well as a
shallow tensional event, occur near a seismic gap.
Both tensional and compressional intermediate
depth events are found in this region, but the
largest events are tensional. The same is true for
the region north of the 1985 New Hebrides thrust,
where another outer rise compressional event is
located seaward of a seismic gap. Compressional
outer rise activity in Tonga occurs in two clusters,
one in the northern part of the arc, up-dip of a
region with mixed compressional and tensional
intermediate depth activity, and the other in
central Tonga (near 21'S), up-dip of a region with
compressional intraplate activity that extends right
up to the trench. The first of these two regions has
numerous tensional outer rise events as well . A
final compressional outer rise event, located in
southern Kermadec (near 35°S) is up-dip of a
region with tensional and compressional inter-
mediate depth events, and there is also a nearby
tensional outer rise event.

While it is very difficult to appraise confidently
the seismic potential of these regions with outer
rise compression, the intermediate depth behavior
suggests that the 1950 Guatemala and the central
Kurile gap appear to present the simplest cases of
activity associated with a locked interface . Both
regions have had adjacent thrusting events as well .
The other regions all exhibit mixed stress regimes
in both the outer rise and at intermediate depths,
which can be attributed to `static' stresses due to
bending and unbending or lateral distortion of the
slab ; however, it is known that large thrusts have
occurred in such areas (1982 Tonga, 1976
Kermadec).
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There are several regions that lack any outer
rise activity or have only tensional events, but do
have active intermediate depth seismicity. The
seismic gaps along the 1928 and 1939 rupture
zones in Chile show intermediate depth tensional
activity very similar to that preceding the 1985
Valparaiso thrust event. Similarly, the central por-
tion of the 1922 Chile rupture zone has inter-
mediate depth tension, as well as an oblique outer
rise event (the latter event was categorized as
compressional by Chapple and Forsyth, 1979, and
Christensen and Ruff, 1989). The southern portion
of the 1922 zone has compressional intermediate
depth activity . The 1877 and 1868 rupture zones
in northern Chile have active tensional faulting at
intermediate depths, and no outer rise activity.
The same is true along Nicaragua, El Salvador
and Acapulco, while the Tehuantepec region has
tensional activity all the way to shallow depths .
The 1938 Alaska and the Shumagin gap regions
have only tensional activity at intermediate de-
pths, while there is mixed tension and compres-
sion in the 1923 Kamchatka zone and in the
southern New Hebrides gaps . Southern Kermadec
has a long stretch of tensional activity with
scattered compressional and tear faulting in re-
gions with no outer rise events. Although we have
not discussed the subduction zone off the
northwestern U.S.A. because it is not known to be
a strongly coupled zone, the large intraplate activ-
ity in this region is tensional as well (Astiz et al .,
1988). With the exception of the Tehuantepec
region and the southern portion of the 1922 Chile
event, the intraplate activity in all of these regions
is consistent with that observed prior to large
thrust events elsewhere . However, we do not at
present have a quantitative model upon which to
base any precursory time-scale or even to confi-
dently gauge the seismic potential of the interplate
contact in these regions .

This regional analysis of intraplate earthquake
mechanisms generally supports the dynamic stress
model presented in Fig. 2, with allowance for the
fact that regional stresses will always simply be
superimposed on the large-scale deformation stress
regime. Numerous examples of both outer rise and
intermediate depth temporal variations associated
with large interplate thrust events have been docu-
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mented for several coupled subduction zones. As
the earthquake mechanism catalog is extended to
lower magnitude thresholds and longer time inter-
vals, it should be possible to extract information
about the viscoelastic response of the subducting
lithosphere from the temporal behavior of the
seismicity (Spence, 1977, 1987 ; Dmowska et al .,
1988). Of course, for the intermediate depth events
this analysis must be performed cautiously, given
the complexity of the three-dimensional intraplate
stress environment and the many additional fac-
tors influencing the seismicity . It will also be of
interest to analyze the seismically uncoupled re-
gions to establish whether there is any stress
migration from the outer rise to the intermediate
depth regions. The temporal connection between
activity in the upper plate and thrusting in seismi-
cally coupled regions may also provide stress indi-
cators of accumulating strain on locked interplate
contacts (e.g ., Seno, 1979).
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Appendix A

The detailed analysis of intraplate seismicity
requires accurate source mechanisms and source

Fig. Al . Long-period P wave observations (upper traces) and synthetics (lower traces) for the October 24, 1980, Huajuapan event .
The fast-motion polarities (open circles are dilatations and filled circles are compressions) are shown in the lower hemisphere of an
equal area projection .



depths . Body wave and surface wave analyses of
two important intermediate depth events are pre-
sented here. Figure Al shows long-period P wave
observations and synthetics for the October 24,
1980, Huajuapan event (18.2°N, 98.2°W). The
first motions from teleseismic P wave recordings
are shown in the lower hemisphere equal area
projection . The synthetics are for a double source
at a depth of 65 km in a three-layer source veloc-
ity model. In this structure there are two crustal
layers, the upper one being 10 km thick with a P
velocity of 6 km s-1 , and the lower one being 30
km thick with a P velocity of 7 km s-1 . The
mantle P velocity and density are 8.0 km s-1 and
3.3 g cm -3 respectively . A Poisson ratio of 0.25 is
assumed for all layers and the receiver structure
has the same velocities as the shallow crustal layer
at the source . A t * of 1.0 s is used for all phases .
The strike, 0 = 285 *, dip 8 = 24° and rake X =
-90' are the same for both subevents, with the
second source delayed by 5 s. The two trapezoidal
source functions have rise times, flat times and fall
times of (2.0, 2.0, 2.0) and (1.5, 1.5, 4.0) s respec-
tively, with the moment of the second source
being 1.7 times that of the first . The average body
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wave moment from 20 non-nodal observations is
Mo = 5.8 X 10 26 dyn cm.

Analysis of 256-s period Rayleigh and Love
wave spectra from the GDSN and IDA recordings
of the Huajuapan event is shown in Fig. A2 . The
solid curves show the fit of the major double
couple for an unconstrained moment tensor inver-
sion of the complex spectra. For this inversion the
relative size of the minor double couple was 6%.
Excitation functions for a distributed source from
50 to 80 km depth were used, along with an
assumed source process time of 20 s. The major
double couple has parameters 0 = 300 °, 8 = 33*,
X=-88 0 and Ma = 7.1 X 10 26 dyn cm. Anon-
linear inversion for the moment using just the
amplitude data and keeping the body wave mech-
anism fixed, gives Mo = 8.5 X 10 26 dyn cm. The
dashed curve is the result of inversion of ampli-
tude spectra alone for both the moment and
mechanism, with the body wave mechanism used
as a starting model. The result for this case was
0=309°, 5=19°, a=-66°, M0 =10.1x10 26
dyn cm.
A similar analysis of the June 19, 1982, El

Salvador event (13.2 * N, 89.4 * W) is shown in

Fig. A2. Inversions of 256-s period Rayleigh wave (left) and Love wave (right) spectra for the Huajuapan earthquake recorded by
GDSN and IDA stations. The solid curves show the fit of the major double couple of an unconstrained moment tensor inversion,
while the dashed curves are for an amplitude inversion with unconstrained orientation. The parameters for each model are given in
the text.
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Figs . A3 and A4. The body wave mechanism in
Fig. A3 has 0= 307 °, 8 = 76.5 °, A = -100 °, and
an average moment of MO =1.6 x 1027 dyn cm
from 28 observations. The source trapezoid is
given by (6.0, 3.0, 8.0) s, with a source depth of 52
km using the same source velocity structure de-
scribed above. The major double couple of an
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unconstrained moment tensor inversion, using
256-s period spectra and excitation functions for a
source distributed from 30 to 80 km in depth and
a source process time of 30 s, is shown in Fig. A4.
This solution has only a 3% minor double couple.
The major double couple is given by ¢ = 306 °,
5 = 72°, X = -80', Mo =1 .9 x 1027 dyn Cm.

Fig . A4 . Inversion of 256-s period Rayleigh wave (left) and Love wave (right) spectra for the El Salvador earthquake recorded by
GDSN and IDA stations. The solid curves show the fit of the major double couple of an unconstrained moment tensor inversion. The
parameters for this model are given in the text .
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